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 6WIND, a leading green-tech high-performance virtualized & cloud-native networking

software company today announced their partnership with IP-Tribe to help expand its

outreach in the South East Asia region.

6WIND is pleased to announce its partnership with IP-Tribe to establish itself in the

South East Asia region.

Founded in 2009 in Singapore, IP-Tribe is a leading regional System Integrator that

delivers world-class solutions for Network Service Providers business in the ever-

evolving digital world, proven and trusted in leading Consortium in Tier-1 complex

network integration for full turn-key projects and post implementation support.

"The industry is highly competitive with Service Providers demanding new innovative

services. IP-Tribe is proud and excited to partner with 6WIND to bring advance solutions

to support our customers in their network transformation drive“ commented Ang Aik

Hong, CEO, IP-Tribe.

6WIND delivers high-performance and secure Virtual Service Router (VSR) Software

Solutions, which are deployed bare-metal, virtualized, or containerized on COTS servers

in private and public clouds.

The 6WIND VSR Software Solutions help reduce the carbon footprint by lowering the

energy consumption by more than 50%. This is done cost-effectively without

sacrificing performance by drastically reducing the hardware servers required by the

networks to deliver their services.

The 6WIND VSR Product Suite; vPE, vCSR, vSecGW, vCGNAT, vBR & vCPE, have proven

their energy saving capabilities and their impact on reducing the carbon footprint. These

solutions deliver high performance, security, scalability, flexibility, openness and agility, to

global CSPs, MNOs, Cloud Providers, Data Centers and Enterprises. These are deployed

PNF, VNF, CNF, or cloud-native on COTS servers in private and public clouds.
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“We are very excited to partner up with IP-Tribe to expand our footprint in South East

Asia, which is our joint focus area right now. Service Providers in this region are very keen

to accelerate their network virtualization and cloud-native journey to meet their

efficiency and sustainability goals!”, said Julien Dahan, CEO, 6WIND

 

6WIND is a Green Tech Virtualized & Cloud-Native networking software company and

the worldwide leader for Virtual Service Router software solutions. 6WIND software is

deployed globally by CSPs, MNOs, Cloud Providers, Data Centers & Enterprises,

allowing them to replace expensive hardware & build their new 5G networks with

virtualized networking software solutions for routing and security use cases. 6WIND has a

global presence with Headquarters based in Paris - France, Santa Clara, CA - USA, and

Singapore.
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